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Dear brothers and sisters! 

 

Here again some inspiration based on the words of True Father and Sun Jin Nim: 

 

True Father: "God's realm of liberation can only emerge when society becomes a place where people love 

one another more than the True Parents love humankind. You need to become sons and daughters of True 

Parents whom they can praise, their beloved sons and daughters in whom they can rejoice. Then the 

joyful realm of liberation can emerge." (1) 

 

What does mankind need to be liberated from? From pain and suffering. This liberation very much 

depends on each one of us: 

 

True Father: "Liberation comes to our world only when you members truly represent God and the True 

Parents to the rest of the world. " (2) 

 

For this to happen, we ourselves need liberation. We need to liberate our heart by revolutionizing our 

heart, so that we become able to love the way God loves: 

 

True Father: " Unless you remove this stained legacy of the Fall from yourself, you will never realize the 



 

 

dream of homeland liberation. For this, you each need to experience a revolution of character, a true-love 

revolution. Pyung Hwa Gyung. Book 2. Our mission in the last days of providential history." (3) 

 

By practicing what True Parents have been teaching and are still teaching, we can achieve liberation: 

 

True Father: "True Parents are the representatives of true love, who teach the way of true love. The 

teaching that they bring can uproot all the sins of history. When we practice it, we can finally achieve 

liberation." (4) 

 

We need to come to the point where we resonate with the love and heart of God: 

 

True Father: "If you enter the realm of resonance of true love, you don't need religious faith. You don't 

need a Messiah. This is liberation." (5) 

 

The moment we are perfectly resonating with the heart of God, we have fulfilled the first great blessing. 

That, as well as the other two great blessings, is the goal of all of us. True Parents are the first who 

fulfilled the 3 great Blessings: 

 

Sun Jin Nim: "It is only through True Parents that we understand and can directly experience the full 

manifestation of our Heavenly Parent, as a perfected couple, a man and a woman, a unified husband and 

wife. Each one of us is here today because of True Parents; they are our absolute origin. Our marriages, 

our families, our understanding of God's providence, and even our achievements in life are all indebted to 

the life, love and sacrifice of True Parents. True Parents fulfilled and completed their mission as the 

perfected son and daughter of our Heavenly Parent. They also perfected the true bride and bridegroom 

position. For the first time in history we stand on the victorious foundation of liberation that allows 

humankind the possibility to be freed from the false legacy that began with the fall of Adam and Eve." (6) 

 

We all can get there as well, by inheriting the ways of love of True Parents: 

 

True Father: "True Parents' love here on earth is like a formula or tradition. Anybody who follows that 

formula or tradition is bound to succeed. Not only will you succeed here on earth, but you will also 

succeed in spirit world. This kind of love will be welcomed anywhere, anytime, because this is the love of 

God." (7) 

 

Why will we succeed if we follow True Parents' way of loving? Because that is God's way of loving. And 

this way of loving is very powerful indeed. It can liberate ourselves, it can liberate everything. 

 

Love from Bruno 
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